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The papers of Archdeacon John Hamilton (1800-62) are 
complimentary to the papers of Archbishop Daniel Murray published 
in the previous issues of this journal. In Archivium Hibernicum xxxvi 
(1981) 44-7 Mary Purcell, who catalogued his papers, gives us a brief 
biography of this remarkable priest. The following details are taken 
from that article. 
Born in 1800, John Hamilton studied for the priesthood in the Irish 
College, Paris and then in Saint Sulpice. He was ordained in 1824 and 
appointed curate in St. Marys, the Pro-Cathedral. He was 
administrator there from 1831 to 1853 and paid off the debt on the 
Pro-Cathedral. He also built St Lawrence OToole's church and the 
schools at Seville Place and William Street. He ran an orphanage, a 
home for widows, a home for blind boys and a Catholic Library 
Bookshop. He revived the invaluable Catholic Directory. He also 
founded a spiritual association for priests. It was he who introduced 
the Society for the Propagation of the Faith into Ireland. During 
Murray's frequent illnesses and absences from town, he looked after 
the administration of the diocese. 
His papers are an important source on education issues, foreign 
missions, the famine and the day to day administration of the diocese. 
Editor 
Letters from Dr Murray to Archdeacon Hamilton   1824 to 1852 Dr. 
Murray to Dean Hamilton 
1    Murray to Hamilton, then in Irish College, Paris. He received   
Hamilton's letter and enclosures and gives him permission to 
return home, though he cannot at present give him as good an 
employment as he would wish to. The sooner he returns the 
better, since he (Hamilton) thinks that his family needs his 
presence. 
22 May 1824. 
2    Hamilton in Marlboro' Street, Murray in Mountjoy Square. He 
asks him to revise and perhaps lengthen enclosed paper and get 50 
copies printed ready for dispatch next week; this would be better 
than sending circular letters with the Lenten regulations. On the 
back is a list of churches. 2 Feb. 1831 
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3 Murray has sent the congratulatory address to the new Pope to Dr. 
Laffan for his signature; it is to be returned to Hamilton who will 
send it to Dr. Kelly, Tuam. If Murray has not retured before it comes 
back from Tuam it is to be sent to Fr. Boylan, Rome, for presentation 
to the Pope. Boylan thinks that the Irish Bishops 
should, when presenting the address, ask His Holiness to continue his 
favour to Ireland's Roman College; others do not agree to this. 
Moylan is disappointed at not recieving a detailed account of the 
Dublin obsequies for the late Pontiff; 
Hamilton is to give him this information as he wants to insert it in the 
Diario Romano. 24 Feb. 1831. 
4  Few alterations will be made in the enclosed copy of the Statutes; 
Hamilton is asked to write another copy and pay someone 'safe' to 
make a third copy. The other projected chapters need not be added. 
24 Mar 1831. 
5  Murray has taken with him the second copy of the Statutes as there 
may yet be alterations. Hamilton now needs a rest; at his 
convenience he can send Murray the additional suggestion he has 
prepared. 21 June 1831. 
6  Caselcerig, Wales. Murray is en route for London and describes 
the difficulties of the journey. He hopes to reach Shrewsbury tonight 
and Leamington tomorrow. Letters and French Bills that can be 
changed in London are to be sent on; he gives further instructions 
and queries re books, posts, addresses etc. 18 Aug. 1831. 
7  Lemington. Murray received Hamilton's letter; he gives 
instructions about forwarding post etc, mentions his clerical 
travelling companions and the death of Mr Meade of Leamington. 
He gives messages for friends. 25 Aug. 1831.  
8  Kilkenny. Murray forwards the Statutes to Hamilton, with 
instructions for the printers; he discusses Mr Coyle's quotation for 
same; as the Bishops are taking 
600 copies and paying for them immediately, the price might be less 
than that quoted. 13 Oct. 1831. 
9  Rahan Lodge, Tullamore. He asks Hamilton, to hurry the Statutes 
through the printers and correct the proofs. Further re the same. He 
did not find Mrs O'Brien as well as he expected, though she had 
improved. 15 Oct. 1831. 
10  Lemington. He may have forgotten to send the Briefs to Dr 
Curtis. Hamilton is to look for them and is told where they may be. 
He mentions Ellen Courtenay's letter "the name recently figuring 
with that of O'Connell". At present she is at 21 Anne Street and 
letters may be addressed to her there. Murray tells Hamilton what to 
do if the present letter is from her and if it mentions O'Connell. 
(of. See section 4 of Chapter IV in Sean O'Faolain's King of the 
Beggers for Ellen Courtenay). 1832. 
11  Rahan Lodge. He hopes to return to Dublin on Saturday and asks 
to have arrangements made with Mr Meyler for an Office.  
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12  An envelope with the following note under the flap: "Can this be 
a Rathdrum Composition? It is extremely like such a thing". 
13  Maynooth. Instructions to take a document to Mr Hayes and to 
ask him procure a Power of Attorney in furtherance of a business 
transaction; Hamilton is to pay a three month sub. for Murray to a 
London newspaper. 10 Feb. 1833. 
14  Lemington. He describes the delay on their journey caused by 
Mrs O'Brien's illness. He asks Hamilton to write to him at Dover 
giving news of Dr. Doyle; he is to forward newspapers. Because of 
the delay he fears they may not reach Rome by Whitsuntide, so 
Hamilton had better notify Dr Crotty in Maynooth to postpone the 
ordination date until later. He asks for news of Cloyne. 6 Mar. 1833. 
15  London. Mrs O'Brien has improved. They hope to reach France 
by Saturday. He asks Hamilton to see to a letter which he encloses 
and which may have been sent to him (Murray) by mistake. 9 May. 
1833. 
16  Calais. He got the post forwarded by Hamilton at Dover. They 
had a good crossing. Dr Crotty's elevation is great news. He replies to 
three requests for dispensations and refers to Dr Troy's anniversary 
Mass arrangements, also to the Board Meeting at Maynooth. 11 May. 
1833. 
17  Mountjoy Square. He sends a subscription from Miss Dennis for 
proposed church improvements; he hopes to send a sub. from himself 
soon for same. 22 Mar. 1834. 
18  Mountjoy Square. He encloses sub promised. He cannot attend 
this evening's meeting but knows that it is in capable hands and that 
he can approve of decisions taken. 4 Apr. 1834. 
19  Mountjoy Square. Concerning the servant of a titled lady who 
needs to be replaced in a house "of sheltered reform". He suggests the 
Clondalkin monks. 
Lord W. does not wish the lady to take the man back into her service 
at all. Hamilton is to enquire at Clondalkin or some similar place to 
see if the man can be admitted. 19 May 1834. 
20  Mountjoy Square. A request to have Masses offered as specified 
in an enclosed letter. 11 June 1834. 
21  Rahan Lodge, Tullamore. He received Hamilton's account of Fr 
Kelly's edifying death. He discusses possible successors for Fr. K.   
The Cardinal Prefect asked for a place for Mr. Power but this is 
difficult to provide; Hamilton is to enquire re same. Certain messages 
he requires are to be sent by the Tullamore coach. The Prelates will 
be badly prepared for the ceremony.   (Dr. Crotty's consecration?) At 






22  Rahan L. Hamilton is to ask the Council's opinion on the 
enclosed letters and the answers he (Murray) has added - that is, if he 
receives this letter before the Council meets. If the Council approves, 
Hamilton is to forward the answer; he is to give permission, if he 
thinks fit, for private Masses next Sunday. He asks about Mr 
Hughes, also about the Missionary nuns. 19 Oct. 1834. 
23  Rahan L. As Hamilton arranged everything for the solemn. 
24  Rahan Lodge. He is glad he came; the change of air has already 
benefited him and the weather is good and he should be fully 
recovered soon. He gives a message to be given to Mr O'Brien from 
Mrs O'Brien.  10 Dec. 1834. 
25  Rahan L. He is pleased that theBurke legacy for "our struggling 
institutions" was paid so promptly and hopes that Tuam diocese, in 
much worse case, has been also dealt with promptly. Further re the 
legacy. The weather is good. He may return Monday or earlier. He 
gives messages for various members of the Council and a letter from 
Louvain for the attention of Fr Paul Long who knows what it refers 
to. 15 Dec. 1834. 
26  Rahan Lodge. Instructions re post. He is returning on Monday 
and his two horses are to be sent to Maynooth as Mrs O'Brien 's 
horses travel very slowly. 17 Dec. 1834. 
27  Mountjoy Square. An invitation to Hamilton and other "friends of 
the Church- as many as are disengaged on Tuesday" to come to 
dinner. He will not be in Stanhope Street today. 26 Dec. 1834. 
28  Mountjoy Square. The volume of Dens sent by FrMeyler has not 
got the required information. Hamilton is to look for this and send it 
by the bearer. 1 Jan. 1835. 
29  Mountjoy Square. 'Mr McAuley or, failing him, someone else, is 
to attend to petition in  enclosed letter. Murray grants the necessary 
faculties.   He did not hear from Drogheda so he is going on to 
Maynooth; will be there probably until Monday. 8 Jan. 1835. 
30  Mountjoy Square. He has a swelled jaw and apologises for being 
unable to keep appointment; Hamilton gets honourable mention in 
the enclosed letter. 28 Feb. 1835. 
31  Mountjoy Square. Stock must be sold to pay Mr. O'Brien who 
may be in need of his money. Hamilton to tell Mr. Cooper not to 
expect Murray today. 14 Mar. 1835. 
32  Rahan Lodge. He has improved so rapidly that he will return 
tomorrow. 8 Apr. 1835. 
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33  Mountjoy Square. Instructions re accepting an offer for a house in 
Abbey Street which is very dilapidated, but Hamilton may be committed 
in some way to Mr. Sherlock. If the latter wishes he may continue as a 
yearly tenant for the portion of the house he now possesses. 2 May 1835. 
34  Mountjoy Square. Hamilton is to arrange for the anniversary Mass 
for Dr Troy on 12 May. He hopes that there is better news of Mr. 
Laphen. 8 May 1835. 
35  Rahan Lodge Hamilton's request is granted. Murray will be in Rahan 
until next Wednesday or maybe Saturday. Instructions re post. He is 
sorry to hear that Miley's health is not good; it may be only the effects of 
the journey. Mr Aylmer has permission as requested; reference to a 
wedding bound to be recorded in all newspapers. The weather is good, 
the harvest likewise. Murray did not get the Ms Mr Carr mentions in his 
letter (enclosed); he wonders what the Council thinks of Mr Can's 
project. 27 Aug. 1835. 
36  Rahan Lodge. He cannot leave until 3 December, so Mrs Anthony's 
Office must wait until 4th. Hamilton is to announce same. Murray 
enclosed a list of names for invitations to which Hamilton can add. 
37  Rahan Lodge He gives messages for different persons and regrets 
being unable to attend a wedding but sends good wishes to the bride and 
groom. Instructions for Dr. Meyler re the Consecration at Westland 
Row. Murray does not wish to be chief celebrant and suggests Dr Blake 
or some other bishop. There is an error in a list of subscriptions 
published for a charity; he comments on the decreasing standards of 
accuracy by printers; the old regulations agreed upon are not being 
observed. He hopes that Mr. Gallagher will return the Ms which 
Hamilton took such trouble to copy. 22 Nov. 1835. 
38  Rahan Lodge. He has reduced the Relatio Status to eight pages: 
Hamilton is to post that, with letters from Dr. Cullen and Mr. Lalor. His 
cough is better; the weather is stormy. He is surprised that the 
correspondence of the London Tract Society has travelled back; "these 
gentlemen are fond of seeing themselves in print". He comments on a 
change of confessors for Baggot Street. 24 Nov. 1835. 
39  Mountjoy Square. A note asking for a copy of the Morning Register.  
12 Dec. 1835. 
40  Mountjoy Square. His cough is worse and the weather is very bad so 
he will not go out. Hamilton will hardly venture to Rathfarnham in such 
weather; if he does he is to apologise to Rcvd. Mother for Murray and 
tell her that he said Mass for the last three mornings for their friend. If 
Murray is not at Mr O'Connell's before 6 Hamilton is to apologise for 
his absence. 31 Dec. 1835. 
1836 
41 Mountjoy Square. An enquiry re a volume of the former edition 
of Dens which has the information he requires. If Hamilton has not got it 




42  Mountjoy Square. Hamilton is to "race over to the library" and find out when 
and where Peter Dens died. Murray thinks it was 1780 and gives some helpful 
data; it is important to know, as he needs the information before writing to Dr 
Carruthers. 2 Jan. 1836. 
43  Mountjoy Square. Reference to an article in the Brighton Guardian with a 
stronger refutation of PJ.'s (?) speech. As this was an editorial it is more effective 
than the other articles that appeared. 3 Jan. 1836. 
44  Mountjoy Square. He found the 15 December issue of a journal; only seven 
numbers are now missing. 11 Jan. 1836. 
45  Mountjoy Square. If the enclosed is not sufficient it can be changed to 
something more appropriate. 15 Jan. 1836. 
46  Mountjoy Square. The enclosed document has been on Murray's desk since 
April or May last. Hamilton is asked to look after the matter. 9 Oct. 1836. 
47  From Whiteleas. He comments on a communication from the lawyers re Mr 
Burke's legacy. Hamilton and Dr. Meyler are to read the enclosed pamphlet by 
Dr Kenrick. Would it be advisable to republish it with a short preface addressed 
to Protestants? Notice appealing for funds for the Mendicity Institute are to be 
sent to all parishes. He returns Mr Meehan's letters with comments and discusses 
what security they can give Mr Lenigan; they will try to raise. 
48  Rahan Lodge. He forwards Dr. Cullen's and other letters for answering, 
mentions a Mr O'Ferrall going to the Cape and grants a dispensation to Mr 
Kickham; he authorises Hamilton to deal with letters marked important. Mr 
O'Brien gave a further £58 towards the monument. Murray supposes that Dr. 
Meyler will enable him to send more money to Mr. Leonardi. He will not return 
until next week a Mr Anthony has lumbago and cannot travel. He is glad that Mr 
Fitzsimons got an honourable and lucrative situation and is sure that Mr 
O'Connell's turn will come next. 6 Nov. 1836. 
49  Rahan Lodge. He must stay another week and may return by Maynooth so as 
to find a priest fit and willing to take charge of the Catholics of Natchez, New 
Orleans diocese. Propaganda will pay the priest's expenses; he dislikes answering 
Propaganda until he finds someone and asks does Hamilton know anyone. Mr. 
Butler's novices can receive the habit again and start their novitiate anew.; he 
mentions the Kenwick pamphlet. Mr O'Brien is better. He asks if Mr. Walsh 
will have the papers ready when he (Murray returns), gives a message for Dr 
Meyler and instructs Hamilton to give Mrs Gaynor (Murray's housekeeper) some 
money if she needs it; he had not expected to be so long away. 9 Nov. 1836. 
50  Rahan Lodge The enclosed letter is to be kept and replied to; he queries the 
postage charged on it; he encloses another letter for Dr. Meyler and hopes to 
return next week. Mr O'Brien has recovered. 10 Nov. 1836. 
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51  From Whiteleas. The Roman packet contained no news it had a 
rescript granting Mr. Nicholson certain privileges with Murray's 
approval. Murray and Hamilton have to sign this and return it. Dr. 
Cullen omitted to send his letter in the packet. 
He suggests who might fill the vacancy in Finglas caused by Mr 
Fulham's death;  Hamilton is to pass on these suggestions to the 
VV.C; if they think some other arrangement is better they can adopt 
same. He has five Confirmations next week 
and thinks of getting Dr. Nolan to assist at one. 11 June 1837. 
52  Rahan Lodge. Instructions re ordinations in the Pro-Cathedral. A 
message for Dr. Meyler. The two Vicars Apostolic are dining with 
Murray on 16th and he invites all the Council and the pro-Cathedral 
priests to join them.  
53  Rahan Lodge. He encloses Mr Archer's letter. If Mr.Doran comes 
from Kilkenny he is to be given a letter and sent on to Blessington. 
Dr. Meyler's letter was puzzling because the first two pages were 
omitted. He encloses letters from Drs. Cullen and Coen; the latter 
does not seem satisfied with Mr. Smyth's explanation. 
The weather is changeable. He will remain until 8th and will preach 
on the following Sunday. 31 October 1837. 
54  Rahan Lodge. He agrees with their insistence that he stay longer; 
someone else must preach on Sunday. He encloses a copy of a letter 
which has probably been answered. 3 Nov. 1837. 
55  (on same paper as preceding.) A copy of a letter from J.A. Smith, 
G.SS.R, 24 Trevor Street, Brompton, London to Murray. A request 
for lists of Irish clergy and churches for inclusion in the Catholic 
Directory he is compiling. 28 Oct. 1837. 
56  Rahan Lodge. Following Hamilton's suggestion Gaynor is to be 
sent by flyboat leaving Portobello Monday morning for Tullamore; 
he will be met at Tullamore. He is to bring the vestments listed and 
be shown how to pack them and given his travelling expenses. As 
Murray did not mean to be so long away Hamilton is to give Mrs 
Gaynor housekeeping money; he is to send £5 under plain cover to a 
Mrs Murphy, Birmingham. Murray will leave for Carlow tomorrow. 
10 November 1837. 
57  From Mountjoy Square. He encloses Mr. Curran's letter. 
Hamilton is to buy the books on the memo for Murray. He is to invite 
A. O'Connell for tomorrow at 5 p.m. and to apologise to Mr Flanagan 




58  Maynooth. Murray and Meyler expect to reach Dublin tomorrow 
by 5 p.m. Hamilton is invited to come and share a meal with them 
"Tell Mrs Gaynor not to leave us entirely unprovided". 2 Jan. 1838. 




59  Mountjoy Square. (In very formal terms) Murray asks Hamilton 
to read the report in the Morning Register of the happenings in the 
Pro-Cathedral last Sunday. He relies confidently on Hamilton's 
zealous co-operation. 18 Jan. 1838. 
60 Mountjoy Square. He draws attention to a punctuation error in a 
copy of a sermon sent to press and asks Hamilton to make the 
necessary correction. 23 Jan. 1838. 
61 Mountjoy Square. He encloses the memorial of Dr Corrigan 
(M.D.) also a letter to Mr Flanagan asking that the Board accept this 
letter as Murray's vote (for Dr. C) If the Board will not agree 
Hamilton is to ask Mr Flanagan the exact time of the election. He 
asks after Mr Woods. 8 Feb. 1838. 
62   Mountjoy Square.   A request to answer the enclosed letter and a 
query re the advantage, if any, of publishing the address to the 
Trades separately. 19Feb. 1938 
63  Mountjoy Square. Mr O'Reilly, church Street, acting chaplain to 
Stanhope Street as substitute for Mr. Brennan for some time past, has 
given satisfaction to the community and may continue there. If 
Hamilton has Fr. O'R.'s note he is to send it to Murray. Apr. 1838. 
64  Mountjoy Square. Hamilton to notify Clarendon Street that, as 
Pentecost is so near and as Murray has to leave town, the ordination 
of their deacon is deferred from next Monday to Pentecost. 27 Apr. 
1838. 
65  Rahan Lodge. Murray never thought Mr. Miley guilty of 
negligence in the sad case to which he refers, nor could anyone think 
that Murray will not answer the letter which bears the signature of 
Mr. Wall. He thinks of returning; will stay a night with his sisters 
before proceeding to Dublin. Hamilton is to tell the vicars 
not to grant faculties to any priest coming from Paris; when Murray 
comes he will explain. Hamilton is to send a £5 subscription from 
Murray to the Medicity Institute and £5 under plain cover to Mrs 
Murphy, Birmingham. He will preach on Sunday 27th. Mr Young's 
request for matrimonial dispensation is granted. He is glad to hear 
"of the young Don" and congratulates the family. When the coach 
man is coming to meet Murray with the horses he is to bring the post. 
11 May 1838. 
67 Rahan Lodge. The weather is bad but he feels better. Mr B. is to 
hurry with the work at Mountjoy Square or Murray will be back. He 
had a letter from Dr. Cullen, recovered from illness, with news on 
the education question. Dr. McHale has been influencing the western 
bishops; the Bishop Galway wrote to Murray notifying him “before 
any pupils declaration of his complete change of opinion re the 
National Education system.” Murray describes how he replied. 
Hamilton is to watch the papers to see if the Bishop of Galway 
makes a public declaration of his changed opinion; if he does 
Hamilton is to forward the paper it appears in. 7 Aug. 1838. 
68  Rahan Lodge. The dispensation is granted to Fr Henry, on the 
assumption that the need justifies it. He sent the National school 
texts to Dr. Cullen with comments; 
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he explained that if Managers of the schools wish to use other texts 
they are free to do so, but the cheapness of these tempts people to 
buy them. He asks for a list of the R.C. clergy who applied for 
National Schools in each Province. Further re Dr. McHale's 
opposition and how he is influencing the clergy of his Province on 
the National School issue. They have probably sent a document to 
Rome on this. 14 Aug. 1838. 
69  Rahan Lodge. As requested, he forwards some of the bishops' 
letters re the National School system; some are very important; 
Hamilton might copy them or extracts from them, have them 
authenticated by Drs Meyler and Yore as Nataries Apostolic, and 
forward them to Dr. Cullen; the originals are to be kept for Murray. 
If the western bishops sent any document to Rome, they must have 
explained why they now see dangers in the system, dangers they did 
not see last March 15th Aug. 1838. 
70  Rahan Lodge. An insurance on a house has expired and should be 
renewed. The monuments were shipped to London instead of Dublin. 
Hamilton is to see if Mr. O'Ferrall can get them exempted from duty. 
Dr. Griffith is disappointed that the priest from Maynooth has 
decided not to go; he needs someone with a classical education who 
could start a school. Nova Scotia wants four priests but Murray 
does not know where they can be found. Dr. Yore needs a curate. 
Refers to a query from nuns in Kingstown. More re the school texts. 
A Mr. Lyons "has taken up the cudgels for us against Dr. McHale". 
71  Rahan Lodge. It might be as well to send on the bishops' letters 
about the education system to Rome, also Dr. Browne's retraction of 
his earlier opinion and Murray's reply to him. Yesterday's Morning 
Register is to be sent to Dr. Cullen. 22 Aug. 1838. 
72  (No address) Hamilton is to see Mr Kelly of the Education Office 
and see if he has sent Murray's transcript to the Evening Post. 
Hamilton is to make two changes (which Murray gives) in same. 23 
Oct. 1838. 
73  Rahan Lodge. He is glad the monument arrived safely and 
enquires about the charge. £190 has already been paid it cannot be 
erected until Mr. O'B who has Leonardi's plan, returns; he is expected 
daily. Mr Miley should resume charge of the Female School in 
Marlboro Street for reasons given. His departure was delayed 
because of Mrs O'Brien's illness, but he hopes to return next week; 
Hamilton is to tell him the date of the Conference which he means to 
attend. Lord Cloncurry sent £l for the Widows' Fund Clarendon 
Street. Hamilton is to pay this, though Murray never heard of the 
Widows' Home Clarendon Street. 1 Nov. 1838. 
74  Rahan Lodge. Hamilton is to go to Education Office and 
ascertain the date of the query sheet signed by Dr. McHale in March 
or April 1837 and send it on. He is also to find out when the election 
for Secretary is being held; if it is on Thursday Murray may be 
present. He asks if Fr. Miley and the Vincentians arranged the 
Saturday instructions and how many Catholic masters are attending. 
Hamilton or one of the Vicars are to examine Miss Miley 




75  Rahan Lodge. He is sending to Mr. Kelly's letter for insertion in 
Saturday's Evening Post. He does not think it will achieve much 
"against the great guns that have been pouring their thunders on the 
enemy but its brevity may give it a reading". Hamilton is asked to 
see to it and to correct proofs if necessary. If he thinks it still more 
necessary he may suppress the letter altogether. Murray cannot leave 
Rahan until Monday morning. 8 Nov. 1838. 
76   Mountjoy Square. Details of Miss Moran's legacy (figures given 
overleaf). Unless some exertions be made to meet future calls from 
Mrs Bloxan, etc., etc., Murray does not know how matters will end. 
He will not go to the church tomorrow. 8 Dec. 1838. 1839 
77  Mountjoy Square. Hamilton is asked to make a copy of enclosed, 
clearly from the pen of Dr. McHale, for Dr. Kinsella, and return to 
Murray. This is confidential. 1 Feb. 1839. 
78  Mountjoy Square. Hamilton is to notify various parishes of the 
dates of Confirmation. 7 Feb. 1839. 
79  Mountjoy Square. Murray regrets inability to come to dinner 
today; he enquires re possibility of sending a "fair answer" to Mr 
Drummond. 5 Apr. 1839. 
80  Mountjoy Square.  Complaints have reached Murray that sick 
calls and other duties are not being attended to as they should.   He 
enumerates these (mostly concerned with Jervis Street Hospital) and 
asks Hamilton to admonish the curates. 23 Apr. 1839. 
81  Mountjoy Square. Murray will meet the Vicars at noon if 
convenient; he would prefer meeting to be held in Mountjoy Square. 
5 June 1839.  
82  Mountjoy Square. Hamilton is asked to see to financial business 
for Mrs Ball; the money is needed on that day and Mr Power will 
hold same until called for. 27 July 1839. 
83  From Rahan Lodge. Hamilton is asked to forward the seal he 
will find in Murray's study. 18 August 1839. 
84   Rahan Lodge. Mr Blake's letter is to be sent to the Education 
Office with instructions that it be forwarded to him at once. The 
open letter is to be kept until further instructions. He will stay 
another week unless something urgent turns up. He gives a message 
for Miss Dennis and reports the death of the P.P. of Clara. 20 Aug. 
1839. 
85  An envelope with note under flap. Murray fears that he will be 
kept in Rahan for another week. Hamilton is to inform Miss Dennis 
of the day when the horses will  be wanted. Envelope addressed to 
Hamilton. 22 Aug. 1839. 
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86  Rahan Lodge. Queries re Fr. Laffan and other priests arrived 
home from abroad. "Which of them wrote the interesting letters from 
Paris to the Evening Post ?" He must stay longer in Rahan. 25 Aug. 
1839. 
87  Rahan Lodge. Hopes to be back after Sunday. Refers to content 
of a letter from Hamilton; he fears things may not turn out so 
pleasantly. Hamilton is to remind Miss Dennis to send the horses to 
meet Murray at Maynooth. Farrell will bring them. Mr. O'Brien had 
to go away. 29 Aug. 1839. 
88  Rahan Lodge. He travelled down in bad weather but it was fine in 
Rahan. He encloses a note for Mr. Nicholson and refers to a point of 
grammar in a publication Hamilton is preparing. He is annoyed at a 
statement Mr. Laphen published in Paris re Calvinism in the National 
School texts. Instructions re letters and for Dr. Meyler The Srs of 
Charity (French) can testify for the three central city schools where 
they give Religious Instruction. 17 Oct. 1839. 
89  Rahan Lodge. Instructons re letters. He hopes to be back soon; 
further instructions re sending the horses to Maynooth. He is glad 
that Fr. Laphen was able to contradict the Paris report; it would be 
very unpleasant if that got to Rome. 25 Oct, 1839. 
90  Reference to a letter from "poor Camillus whose letter is 
seasoned with some of the choicest beauties of Billings gate". He 
sends it to Hamilton and reminds him of copies of a publication due 
from Browns. "I think that O'Connell's report at Paris was 
premature". Mr. Blake is trying to get Rome post sent via Florence. 
Murray may go to Elm Green and stay there until Monday. 8 Nov. 
1839. 
91  Mountjoy Square.   Hamilton is to make out a paper stating that 
the writer of  enclosed letter is not bound to Dublin diocese because 
he was born there, and testifying that he exercised his sacerdotal 
functions without censure or strain. He is to keep for Murray the 




92  Mountjoy Square. A letter similiar to the preceeding with further 
instructions as to the formula which should be used. 3 Jan. 1840. 
93  Mountjoy Square. Further re the same. Murray does not see why 
Mr. Power can be recognised as a Dublin priest; though born in the 
diocese he was not ordained in it. 2 Jan. 1840. 
94  Mountjoy Square. Mr. Pope is to commence his duties without 
signing the enclosed or any similar paper. A little reflection would 
have shown the great irregularity of such a proposal. 3 Jan. 1840. 
95  Mountjoy Square. Murray has a swollen face and cannot go out; 
if there is any business to transact it should be done at Mountjoy 
Square. 13 Jan, 1840. 
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104  Maynooth. The Whitehall affair is hardly worth publishing, but 
he leaves the decision to Hamilton. The letter from Rome is to be 
shown to Dr. Yore. When he finishes in Maynooth he will go on to 
Whiteleas and stay there until Thursday. 28 June 1840. 
105  Maynooth. The arrangement may stand, since it was settled in 
his absence. "How did you escape out of Mrs D's hands when in 
Fingall?" He mentions an appointment with Mrs McAuley. The four 
days of Confirmation were easy He is glad that Mr Collier is 
resuming his post in Loretto; he refused a request from him (Mr. 
C) for daily benediction at two venues but allowed it for the novena 
before or the octave after Assumption. Henry Young may have to 
stay at St. Vincent's until he finishes his Directory; if so Mr Doyle 
may supply for Mr Collier in Bridge Street if Mr. Monks requires 
assistance. 1 Aug. 1840. 
106  (No address) He finds the poor brother sinking visibly; if 
anything important turns up during his absence Hamilton is to let him 
know. Dr. Yore is to give the enclosed to Mr. Monks. 17 Aug. 1840. 
107  An envelope posted from Rahan Lodge. Under flap is written. "I 
am sorry you did not open Ennis's letter, it would have kept your 
ardour within bounds. Keep your mouth hermetically sealed on the 
subject. All is not yet over. Trouble with teeth may force me back 
sooner than I wished. Your letter was overweight." 18 Sept. 1840. 
108  Rahan Lodge. He encloses a letter from Captain Romilly stating 
that the Lord Lieutenant paid a sub. of £5 towards the fund of the 
Widows' Asylum, in aid of which a sermon was preached in 
Clarendon Street. Hamilton is to pay this, so that an acknowledgment 
will be sent. The Connaught tour is off and Murray is remaining on in 
Rahan. Discusses a letter he had from "my friend of Rollestown" 
complaining that the teachers resist his jurisdiction. More re same. 
Hamilton is to tell Dr. Meyler to use thinner paper "and less wax in 
his epistolary correspondence". 30 Sept. 1840. 
109  Rahan Lodge. He approves of the arrangement re clerical 
changes suggested by Hamilton and Dr. Meyler. Mr Meagher should 
be home from home by the time Murray returns. Mrs Sherlock was to 
leave a Rome on 21st, her daughter remaining with a convent of 
oblates. Mention of Meagher and Fitzpatrick; the Catholic rent; he 
has doubts of the Repeal movement succeeding but knows that Dr. 
Yore thinks otherwise. He wishes to know how the Corn Exchange 
meeting went yesterday.  
110  Rahan Lodge. He encloses an open letter for Mr Lawler to be 
forwarded or held,  as Hamilton thinks fit. Wherever Mr C. is being 
sent he should be strongly lectured on the subordination due from a 
Curate to a Parish Priest and recommended to give up using a stick, 
even for walking. Makes arrangements for Offices and encloses a 
letter for Mr Meagher whom Mr. M. O'Ferrall wishes to meet in 
England to hand in a personal communication to the Government; 
then he (M.O'F.) will help him to get that Mission satisfactorily 
settled. It is important that this be done. He enquires about Dr. 




111  Rahan Lodge. Delighted that Miss Finn and Murphy are in love 
and wish that in their own domestic affairs they could everyone be 
equally content. Glad that Meagher "has rushed like a man into his 
curacy". He was too long in Rome. Hamilton is to ask Meagher what 
money Fr. Ennis is likely to require in Rome. He discusses the plans 
Hamilton put forward re collections. Asks about "the poor runaway"; 
Dr. Meyler was to write to Mrs Finn in her favour. He refers to a 
charity sermon, also to Murphy's trial; he fears O'Connell won't 
obtain his aquittal. Mr Bell is giving great satisfaction at Loretto. 29 
Oct. 1840. 
112  Rahan Lodge. He forwards a pound received for the Female 
Orphans; Hamilton is to pay £5 to same in Murray's name; also his 
usual sum of £10 to "the tribute" (Catholic rent?) "Tho' I cannot join 
the present agitation, I cannot forget all we owe in other respects to 
Mr. O'Connell". He has not the power to grant a dispensation in the 
case Dr. Meyler referred to. Henry Young is asking whether 
Hamilton has his letters about St. Kevin; Hamilton is to answer him 
and settle his scruples. The Conference may be fixed for the 17th. 31 
Oct. 1840. 
113  Rahan Lodge. He cannot leave for Dublin until maybe 13th so 
Conference is postponed until 24th, also the Office for the deceased 
clergy. He wonders if Hamilton found a shelter for the American (of. 
111 above, the "runaway".) He asks is there any hope that Murphy's 
sentence may be mitigated; it's hardly likely unless influential 
bankers and traders sign a petition which they will not do, he 
fears. 3 Nov. 1840. 
114  Rahan Lodge. Mr Burke should take over Mr Miley's duties in 
King's Inn Street School. He thought the Athy vacancy had been 
filled and wonders is Mr Colgan at SS Michael and John's. He is 
surprised at Mr Pope's attitude. After the 13th all in Rahan go to 
Dublin for the winter. He had a long letter from the American 
and encloses one for Mrs Ball but fears that there is no hope she (the 
American) will be remitted to Loretto. He wonders about the 
negotiations re same with Mrs Finn. Have they failed? 5 Nov. 1840. 
115  Rahan Lodge. Hamilton will see by enclosed that Murray's 
expectations were only too accurate. Mr Kenny wrote to prepare him 
for Lord C.'s visit but the letter arrived too late. 7 November 1840. 
116  Rahan Lodge. Approves of suggestions for clerical changes and 
hopes the project re St James's parish may succeed. Fr Matthew and 
the Vicars and the priests of the parish are invited to dine on 16th; if 
Fr. Cullen is around he is to be invited also. Gaynor is to be 
informed that Murray is returning and that there will be 
company for dinner on Monday. Someone should give a friendly 
hint to Fr. Mathew re a liturgical practice of his differing from that 
in Dublin diocese and which might cause differing from that in 
Dublin diocese and which might cause disedification. 8 Nov. 1840. 
1841 
117  Mountjoy Square. From Fr Redmond's letter it seems that Mr 
McHugh won't accept  Arklow; implications of this and other 
changes are commented on. 13 Jan. 1841. p44 
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118  Murray saw Mr. Lynch who says that if he is in Dublin on 
Saturday he will vote for Hamilton's candidate. Murray will vote for 
Mr. Doyle as Register; enclose a subscription due for some cause. 27 
Jan. 1841. 
119  Murray saw Mr. Lynch who says that if he is in Dublin on 
Saturday he will vote for Hamilton's candidate. Murray will vote for 
Mr Doyle as Register; enclose a subscription due for some cause. 27 
Jan. 1841. 
120  Mountjoy Square. The letter Hamilton took so much trouble with 
is to be inserted in the papers. Murray adds a suggested heading for it. 
6 Feb. 1841. 
121  Mountjoy Square. He asks to have (His episcopal records are to be 
forwarded). The Christian name of Mr Kirby, Rome, sent on, if 
Hamilton knows it. 4 Mar. 1841. 
122  Mountjoy Square. Hamilton and the priests of the parish are 
invited to dinner on Friday, Dr. Cullen will be there. 10 Mar. 1841. 
123  Mountjoy Square. Hamilton is to sign enclosed letter and give to 
Fr. Maher who is to dine with the new Canon today. 23 Mar. 1841. 
124  Mountjoy Square. Further consideration is needed before Mr. 
Mackey be sent to Kilquade. Murray wonders would they sell certain 
stocks to pay a pressing creditor; another must wait until court 
decision. 20 Apr. 1841. 
125  Rahan Lodge. Hamilton is to pay postage on enclosed letter. 
Murray met Dr. F. on the road and gave him his Bulls; he thinks Dr. Fs 
consecration can be on the 20th; this will give an additional excuse for 
not going to Birmingham. Dr. Meyler may go; Murray would not like 
"our friends on the other side to think us indifferent to them". 8 June 
1841. 
126  Rahan Lodge. Murray directs Hamilton to insert portion of a letter 
in the Register next Monday. He encloses £8 for Gaynor to pay a bill. 
Hamilton is to tell Miss D. that the horses will not be wanted until early 
next week. 23 July 1841. 
127  Rahan Lodge. He grants Smith's dispensation but is to be 
reminded of it on his return. He is glad that Kirby will do the needful 
Dr. F (Fennelly/Flanagan) has postponed consecration to 8 November 
"to catch the bishops"; Murray will be in Wicklow that date; perhaps 




128 Rahan Lodge. Mr Hand's letter had no news of the Jubilee but 
was all about his projected College (All Hallows). A long passage 
concerning Fr. Hand's efforts in Rome and in Lyons and his proposal to 
take the house near Prospect Cemetry. Propaganda printed a prospectus 
for Fr. Hand which is to be kept from Murray. 
Mr O'Brien knows and recommends Mr Potter who did excellent work 
for him.    
16 Apr  1842.  p45 
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129 Rahan Lodge. He wrote Drs Kinsella and Healy enquiring re the 
date for announcing the Jubilee. He wonders what the Council 
thinks re same. 17 Apr. 
1842. 
130 Printed. A Pastoral letter by Murray announcing the Jubilee; the 
special intention (cessation of persecution in Spain) to be prayed 
for. 
131 Rahan Lodge. Nicholson's letter in its present long form will hardly 
find a paper to insert it, but Hamilton can try. He is to also write a 
testimonial for Fr. O'Reilly, O.F.M. Cap., who is going to New 
Zealand and forward same to Murray. A sub 
is enclosed from R.G. Lanes for Fr. Hand's College. Murray does 
not object as others do to Hamilton starting his Id a week 
collections. He has not yet read the Gibralter document. 15 July 
1842. 
132 Rahan Lodge. Query about new method of church collection. 
Murray will give the preacher for the propagation his dinner. 
Hamilton is to make arrangements and send invitations. He 
declined Lord Elliot's invitation to dinner and thereby 
escapes the charge made against Lord E." for entertaining Popish 
priests". 11 
Sept. 1842. 
133 Cork. Encloses a sub which is to be acknowledged. He is leaving 
for Whiteleas and post is to be forwarded there. He wonders can 
anything be done for "the unfortunate Williams" and encloses a 
few pounds for him, but this cannot continue. 19 Oct. 1842. 
134 Mountjoy Square. As he cannot be in town net next Sunday 
Hamilton is to send on £10 sub for Murray to the O'Connell fund. 
28 Oct. 1842. 
1843 
135 Rahan Lodge. He encloses the address of a man in the Indian 
army and letters about priest changes, notices to be sent these 
priests on named dates 4 May 1843. 
136 Rahan Lodge. A longer letter about clerical changes with 
particular reference to Kingstown where there are problems. 6 
May 1843. 
137 Rahan Lodge. Further re clerical changes. He encloses a 
dispensation for case mentioned in Mr. Montagu's letter. 
Arrangements for a convenient date for Dr. Troy's anniversary 
Office; this has to fit in with Murray's and the clergy's other 
engagements. 9 May 1843. 
138 Rahan Lodge. Clerical changes again. He mentions the death of 
Lohan, whose "career was short but full of good works". 11 May 
1843. 
139 Underneath an envelope flap a note saying that Murray cannot be 
back before 22 May; he encloses a letter for Hamilton to read. 13 
May 1843. 
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140 Rahan Lodge. Fr. Jas. D. died at home in Kerry of cancer; his 
father has written to know is there any fund to meet expenses of his 
son's illness and funeral. Murray does not know of any. He refers to 
a wedding at which Hamilton was to officiate 
and to which there was family opposition. J. Grehan and 
T.Simpsonaer expected at Rahan. 16 May 1843. 
141 Rahan Lodge. He fears that there is no chance of getting the 
information required in the enclosed letter, unless perhaps Mr. C 
may get some at Kilmainham. Grehan was here and does not look 
well. He was glad to meet his friend Simpson who 
came here to see him. "Dr Higgins" speech at Mullingar was an 
outrageous breach of courtesy towards his brother Bishops. I 
thought at first that it had been misreported, but no". Most of those 
at the meeting thought that Hamilton was speaking for the 
bishops; what he said was quite untrue. 18 May 1843. 
142 Mountjoy Square. He was glad that Hamilton's stay in the country 
is doing him good and that his invalid friends are also improved. 
Murray showed enclosed to the Council yesterday, and the writer 
(Hamilton?) is free to retire from compiling 
the Directory and approach Mr. Kearney re same. Reference to 
clerical changes; to confirmations; and to a request he has made to 
Mr Sheridan in Kingstown. He gives a long extract from Mr. 
Nicholson's letter to an Indian prince who offered 
to build a school for 1,000 children to be taught by the Jesuits. 30 
May 1843. 
143 Rahan Lodge. He ordained forty priests yesterday but only two 
can be claimed for Dublin diocese. He lists how they were 
allocated and thinks that Dublin may have to borrow from other 
dioceses. He makes some suggestions for clerical changes to ease 
the present situation and asks to be informed of the Vicars' opinion 
on the matter. Trinity Sunday 1843. 
144 Mountjoy Square. Murray invites the priests of the parish to dine 
with him on Wednesday. Mr. Fay is to be included. 17 Sept. 
1843. 
145 Whiteleas, Ballymore-Eustace. The Roman letter in packet 
received contained a request for two missionaris for the Caffres 
(Kaffirs?) for Dr. Griffith. Dr.Meyler is to attend to this. A long 
passage follows on the Repeal movement(written during the week 
following the abandoned Monster meeting at Clontarf, 
with the arrest of O'Connell and leading Repealers). Murray fears 
that bloodshed will be the ultimate outcome. 13 Oct. 1843. 
146 Rahan Lodge Hamilton is to pay Murray's sub to the Freeman's 
Journal, "as the Editor (Dr. John Gray) is among the suffering 
patriots, it would be thought un handsome of me to withdraw at 
present". He wants all political news forwarded. 
26 Oct. 1843. 
147 Rahan Lodge. A veiled reference to someone which suggests a 
family coolness or quarrel between the O'Briens and "David and 
his bride"; a long passage on clerical changes and difficulties in 
connection with same. 29 Oct. 1843. 
148 Mountjoy Square. An invitation to the priests of the parish to dine 
with Murray. 
16 Nov 1843 
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149 Mountjoy Square. A request for a certificate. "Poor Tyrrell" is   
dead. 5Dec. 1843. 
1844 
150 Maynooth. Murray invites Hamilton to dine with him and the 
Trustees on Monday. Four candidates are locked in desperate 
conflict; the Armagh and Tuam candidates are most favoured at 
present but" there is a wild man here from France who for talents, 
information and fluency of language appears to run right ahead 
of them all". He will hardly return before Monday. 18 Jan. 1844. 
151 Mountjoy Square. Instructions about answering a letter to a Prior 
about a Mr. McC. who was in trouble before; also to a layman 
concerned with same Mr. McC. 7 Feb. 1844. 
152 Rahan Lodge. Captain Bellew's request for his batallion may be 
granted. Murray objects to the name Hamilton suggests for the 
new church and suggests another one; he also disagrees with 
arrangements at the blessing of the bell and says what 
he wishes done. He was surprised to hear of the runaway's 
adventure, sends good wishes to the couple Hamilton is to marry 
and suggests that it (the marriage) take place before the altar, as 
described in the Tablet for a recent wedding at Leam 
ington. News regarding the Rahan Lodge family. 30 Apr. 1844. 
153 Rahan Lodge. Hamilton is to give £10 to Mr. J.P. Smyth who will 
call. 7 May 1844. 
154 Rahan Lodge, he encloses a letter from Plymouth, to be given to 
Dr. Fleming, if he is to be found. Discusses date for Dr. Troy's 
anniversary Office. "Did the judges quarrell? Will it not be a funny 
thing after all to see poor Dan opposite the Attorney General now, 
in his turn, making the latter defendant?" 10 May 1844. 
155 Rahan Lodge. Murray invites Hamilton to dine with himself and 
Dr.Borghi,just arrived from India. 26 June 1844. 
156 Rahan Lodge. He discusses a clause in the new Bill and refers to 
possible clerical changes, also to a dispensation. He congratulates 
Hamilton on his providential escape. He does not think that the 
bishops would form a good working Committee under the new Bill. 
On second reading he thinks that the objectionable clause in the 
new Bill is modified by Clause 16. 8 Aug. 1844. 
157 Rahan Lodge. Hamilton is to pay a bill at College Green. £300, 
out of money being held for Dr Borghi, is to be paid to him. 
Murray details how this is to be done. Further about the new B ill 
for Charitable Bequests; it now appears very bad indeed and has 
probably been passed and is now the law of the land. 9 Aug. 1844. 
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158 Rahan Lodge. Murray agrees with Cooper re the Charitable 
Bequests Bill; he expostulated with Lord Eliot about the injustice 
to Catholics, but too late. It is rumoured that three Bishops are to be 
placed on the Board; Murray will not be one.He asks can anything be 
done re enclosed and asks to be put down for preaching 
on 25th. 11 Aug. 1844. 
159 Rahan Lodge. He hopes to return tomorrow and forwards, for the 
Council to see, a draft of a petition. Do they think (1) that such a 
petition is expedient just now; (2) would present draft suit?. If 
answer is "Yes" to each question Hamilton is to 
correct draft and have petition printed to send to London at end of 
week. He is to enquire which M.P.'s are in London at the moment 
who could present petition. Murray sent a copy to Mr. Blake. Lord 
Eliot's reply to Murray's expostulations re the Bill was 
unsatisfactory. Murray does not agree. A Council meeting is to 
be called for Thursday. 18 Aug. 1844. 
160 Rahan Lodge. Dr Cullen's letter was all about a mistake which 
Murray knew of already "and not one word about his distinguished 
Vice-President". Murray was annoyed also by another letter from 
Frederick Lucas who must thnk him (Murray) a fool and whom he 
will not answer. Murray asks several questions on political- 
diocesan matters. He will be in Rahan until the end of the month, 
but suggests dates for coming Offices. 20 Oct. 1844. 
161 Mountjoy Square. Murray sends Hamilton a resolution to be 
inserted as an 
advertisment in two Dublin papers. 23 Nov. 1844. 
1845 
162 Mountjoy Square. Murray is annoyed because of "the miserable 
letter which appears from Mr Cooper's pen in this morning's 
Freeman". It concerns a bequest to Gardiner Street chapel which C. 
states should be recovered by the Commissioners of charitable 
bequests who should sue for it. Murray points out that Mr. C. 
misquoted the section of the Act and gives the correct quotation. 
25 Jan. 1845. 
163 Mountjoy Square. Murray invites Hamilton to dine with him on 
Tuesday and gives him some notes to deliver. "I suppose Pope is 
not among those who deserve the Apostle's rebuke", "These are 
they who separate themselves". 19 Feb. 1845. 
164 Mountjoy Square. Murray invites Frs. Hamilton and Burke and 









































165 Mountjoy Square. As Murray cannot be at Monday's meeting he 
invites Hamilton with Drs. Walsh, Meyler and Yore to dinner on 
Friday to meet Dr. Crolly. 5 Apr. 1845. 
165A Mountjoy Square. Hamilton is to get a receipt from Mrs 
Duignan for enclosed sum, interest on the Burke legacy for half a 
year to her asylum. Better not remove Mr. Mullally from the 
hospital at present. 5 Apr. 1845. 
i.( 
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166  Mountjoy Square. Murray must see the Vicars General at the 
Square tomorrow on an important matter. If Hamilton is free Murray 
wishes him to be present. 7 May 1845. 
167  Mountjoy Square. He returns the enclosed-letter; he did not 
answer all Mr. N.'s queries and thinks him over sensitive re the 
calumnies relative to his supposed ambition. Nothing was mentioned 
from Rome to Murray re this. A long passage follows on the 
opinions of the bishops about the Bill; the Nuncio seems to think 
that a resolution was passed binding the minority to abide by the 
opinion of the majority. There was no such resolution. Murray 
summarises the content of the Memorial which was subsequently 
adopted at the Bishops' meeting; he did not agree that the demands 
listed would be granted and events have proved him right.  
8 June 1845. 
168  Mountjoy Square. Murray asks Hamilton to write a 
recommendation for Fr. Henry A O'Shea who is going on business 
to Jersey, and forward same to him (to Murray). 15 June 1845 
169  Mountjoy Square. Murray received the letters forwarded, also 
one from Propaganda asking that £200 be advanced to Mr Nicholson 
to enable him to proceed on his mission. Murray instructs Hamilton 
about paying this; he is sorry N. is going so far away "and into such 
a scene of bustle". The weather is good. He thinks it useless for 
Hamilton to be quarrelling "with those pious ladies who have made 
a holy hobby of the statues". 18 July 1845. 
170  Rahan Lodge. Murray agrees with Hamilton that Prince Albert 
would be a suitable name to insert in the new lease. He pities poor 
Nicholson, who has to enter a sea of troubles and wishes he were 
able to be in Clarendon Street to impose hands on him. Refers to the 
ordination of Rev. Jas Young and Hamilton may go ahead 
and write Dr. McSweeney about the burse in St. Sulpice for J. 
Young. Murray is surprised that Hamilton should have worked 
himself into a passion over a remark made in jest in Murray's last 
letter. A five page lecture severely reprimanding Hamilton follows. 
20 July 1845. 
171  Rahan Lodge. Hamilton is to write a testimonial for Thomas 
Finn who keeps a school in the parish; certain enquiries must first be 
made as Mr. F. professed tell Gaynor to come for Murray on 
Saturday and the horses are to be sent to Maynooth with 
Farrell on Monday. He will stop at Clongowes on the return journey 
so will not be back until 1 August. Mr. Finn wanted Murray to 
recommend him as a fit person for an office in one of the new 
Colleges but Murray refused. 22 July 1845. 
172  Rahan Lodge. Murray returns Hamilton's very nice plan which 
should be submitted to Mrs Aikenhead whose congregation he 
wishes to see expanding. He had a conversation with Mr. Pugin on 
the Maynooth project; Murray thinks P's "a   masterly plan of what a 
College ought to be". He refers to an advertisement sent 
by Hamilton and again rebukes Hamilton for his quarrel with the 
ladies   "I never 
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173  Rahan Lodge. Murray "did not think it quite prudent to sign 
himself Archbishop of Dublin in a document going before our civil 
authorities". The certificate asked for in enclosed letter is to be sent 
to Murray at Maynooth. Young Trevor may accompany Dr. Cullen 
but Murray fears that the diocese may be overstocked; he 
is sorry to hear of Mr William Sweetman's illness "Sir James 
Graham has completely bungled the Bequests affair."; he comments 
on this and thinks that it may be necessary to make a public 
statement re same. Dr. Meyler and Hamilton are invited “to take 
fish” with Murray on 1 August. 24 July 1845. 
174  Maynooth. Hamilton is to ask Messrs Burke and Doyle to meet 
Murray and Mr Blake on Friday. The Lord Lieutenant's visit to the 
College went off well. Hamilton is to tell Mrs Gaynor to have dinner 
at eight; Dean Lee and Gaffney are to be invited. 29 July 1845. 
175  Whitleas. Message about a letter that has crossed with one of 
Hamilton's. Dr. Kennedy's letter, enclosed, will hardly overtake Dr. 
Kane in Dublin. Mr Grant does not wish to have a curate at present. 
He hopes to return Tuesday or Wednesday. 10 Aug. 1845. 
176  Mountjoy Square (?) Hamilton is to try the razors on his own 
cheek and exchange them if not good; if they are good he is to buy 
two more for Murray. 2 Sept. 1845 
177  Dr. Nicholson. Rahan Lodge. A farewell letter before Dr. N. 
leaves for his mission. Murray cannot accede to his request for 
advice, because he does not know the situation and Dr. N. has been 
there for some time and knows how things stand. He explains some 
points in receipts received from Rome, one re faculties, the other re 
Freemasons; the four Archbishops of Ireland received this last. 25 
Sept. 1845. 
179  Murray to Hamilton. Mountjoy Square. Hamilton is to add Sir 
John Frank's note to the enclosed letter with two subs, for the 
Indigent Roomkeepers, one from Murray., one from Sir George 
Morris. 2 Nov. 1845. 
180  Mountjoy Square. He is leaving for Rahan tomorrow. He has 
told Mr Smyth Balbriggan to send his two curates to the Council 
meeting on Monday; their statements in church re a Mr. Matthews 
and his family have resulted in threatened law proceedings; the 
Statutes have not been duly observed. He encloses a sub for the 
Roomkeepers, heard nothing since of the £5 to be given for the 
statutes, and asks to be put down to preach on 23rd or later. 3 Nov. 
1845. 
181  Rahan Lodge. He will preach on any day Hamilton arranges, 
only he wishes to be notified soon. He does not wish Hamilton to 
mention the statues to Mrs Dean; glad that of St Kevin arrived and 
was erected safely. He wonders what is thought of the appointments 
of Drs Kirwan and Kane. He wrote to the Lord of the Treasury 
asking for a remission of duty on the vestments and he told Mr. Scot, 





182  Rahan Lodge. He thinks the collect for "time of trial" should be 
inserted. That for "time of famine" might be premature. He comments 
on the potato failure. In a long passage he comments on the new 
College in Galway and is pleased that Dr. Kirwan is seeking to 
engage Mr. O'Toole for that new College. 7 Nov. 1845. Your 
arrangements are (He adds a P.S. on Mr Daly who has not replied to 
Murray's letter and on his conversation with Sir Thomas Freemantle 
on the need for a change of management in the Hibernian School). 
183  Mountjoy Square. Murray sends Mass offerings which he 




184  St. Kieran's College, Kilkenny. "Spent last night in Carlow and 
Dr. Haly accompanied me here". The other bishops have not yet 
arrived. 13 Jan. 1846. 
185  Whitleas. Murray is sorry for what Hamilton told him about poor 
O'M., but hopes some post may be found for him. He hopes to reach 
Dublin by Tuesday. 18 Jan. 1846. 
186  Mountjoy Square. Murray asks Hamilton to have the person 
mentioned in enclosed note attended to. 27 Mar. 1846. 
187  A list of preachers in Pro-Cathedral form St. Patrick's Day to 
Low Sunday; approved by Murray. 16 Mar. 1846. 
188  Mountjoy Square. Murray invites Hamilton and Dr. Yore to 
dinner on Wednesday; he encloses money to be paid to Mrs Duignan 
(Irish Srs of Charity). 18 Apr. 1846. 
189  Mountjoy Square. Murray grants a marriage dispensation and 
informs Hamilton further re same; he grants him all necessary 
faculties. 27 Apr. 1846. 
190  Rahan Lodge. Instructions re letters. A message for Dr. Murphy 
of the north Union Workhouse concerning the chaplaincy there and 
the request to Murray for an interview (by the Poor Law 
Commissioners). (Orders Hamilton to get some books; listed) 13 May 
1846. 
191  Mountjoy Square. Further re the books, some to be returned to 
bookseller, some volumes missing. 26 May 1846. 
192  Mountjoy Square. Enclosing a letter for Mr. Pope. Matters 
should be arranged quietly. Hamilton is to pay an insurance 
subscription. 19June l846. 
193  Carlow. A message for Dr. Nicholson who, according to 
enclosed letter, seems to worry about Murray's delay in writing to 
Propaganda. Considering the delay Propaganda took “to deal with our 
business, they may well wait for thanks until the thing is finally 
completed” 24 July 1846. 
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194  Mountjoy Square. Apologies for inability to attend today at 
Office. 
195  Rahan Lodge. Instructions re letters and posting. The potato 
fields are a dreadful sight; there are no hawthorn berries this year. 
The poor face famine this winter. 
He called at Maynooth on his way down but heard nothing re the 
Dublin places; one or two will be the most. There is a vacant burse at 
Tournai but Dublin may not get it. Murray has written the other 
Archbishops about it; the name of the proposed student must be sent 
to the Cardinal Archbishop of Malines before 15 
September and "how shall we be able to agree about his matter 
before then?" There may be a Connaught claimant. 15 Aug. 1846. 
196  Mountjoy Square. Hamilton is to tell the curate on duty to 
attend the sick person mentioned in enclosed letter; if he is not 
available another curate is to be sent. 12 Sept. 1846. 
197  Mountjoy Square.. Murray cannot attend tomorrow's meeting; 
business is to be transacted without him. 20 Sept. 1846. 
198  Mountjoy Square. Hamilton is to have the enclosed circular 
printed and distributed to be read at the Masses next Sunday. 20 Oct. 
1846. 
199  Rahan Lodge. Murray returns Hamilton's three letters and 
instructs him how he wants replies sent to the writers in Maynooth, 
Gibraltar and the other "foreign corrrespondent". Murray has been 
assured that measures being taken re education in the Royal Military 
School will allay the apprehensions of the clergy; Murray 
wishes to know what these measures are; until he knows "some 
suspicion will hang over them". 25 Oct. 1846.  
200  A slip of paper with following: 18 Abbey Street, corner of 
Jervis Street. Kenny. 
1847 
 
201  Mountjoy Square. Better keep on Murray in Dr. Miley's 
absence. "You could mould him into something". 20 Feb. 1847. 
202  Mountjoy Square. Asking Hamilton to call on Murray as soon 
as possible. 15 March 1847. 
203  Mountjoy Square. Dr. gives Hamilton charge of a legacy for an 
Office and Masses and asks him to call to the Square. 9 Apr. 1847. 
204  Mountjoy Square. Mr Cassidy is retiring. Hamilton is asked has 
he any plan in mind. 22 Apr. 1847. 
205  Mountjoy Square. An invitation to dine with Murray on 
Thursday. 18 May 1847. 
206  Maynooth. Murray grants a dispensation for B.Clinch's 






218 Mountjoy Square. Invitation to Hamilton and the priests of the 
parish to dine with Murray. 23 Feb. 1848. 
219  Murray has told Mr Cooper not to preach again until further 
notice; another priest is to be supplied for this deficiency. 10 Mar. 
1848. 
220  Mountjoy Square. Murray asks Hamilton and the Vicars to hold 
today's meeting at the Square. Hamilton is to bring a Baptismal 
certificate; details supplied. 15 May 1848. 
221  Mountjoy Square. Murray has a cold and cannot attend the 
Office. Suggests a priest to say Mass for the Firhouse nuns. He 
encloses a docket for the Poor  Widows' fund. 19 May 1848. 
222  Mountjoy Square. Murray asks for another six of Hamilton's 
papers if he can spare them. 26 May 1848. 
223  Mountjoy Square. Invitation to dinner. 28 June 1848. 
224  Mountjoy Square. Murray sends some resolutions to be inserted 
in the papers. Dr. Lee, Jun. wished Murray would express his respect 
for his (Dr. Lee's) father. He has done so in enclosed letter which is 
to be forwarded. 2 July 1848. 
225  Mountjoy Square. Murray is worried about Dr. Nicholson and 
thinks that his health is failing .. He refers to an address which went 
to Rome and was coldly received. Murray encloses a confidential 
letter of Dr. N's referring to a course of studies. Further, in veiled 
terms, re Dr. N. and the course of studies. Murray deplores the recent 
agitation and outbreak. (Ballingarry 1848) 18 Aug. 1848. 
226  Mountjoy Square. Hamilton is asked to get a P.Order and send 
with enclosed to Mr. Burns he asks can the vicars do anything for 
Mr. Greene. 22 Aug. 1848.  
227  An envelope dated 28 August 1848 with the following note 
under flap: "I have written to Ennis to tell him that his presence in 
Rome is no longer necessary. 
Please post enclosed". Murray's handwriting. 
228  Murray to Hamilton. Rahan Lodge. Asking Hamilton to pay a 
small debt Murray owes to Mr. Burns. As the Gaynors are being 
admitted to Maynooth, Mr. Burke's protege might go to Paris. 29 
Aug. 1848. 
229  Mountjoy Square. Invitatin to dinner. 27 Sept. 1848. 
230  Mountjoy Square. A donation for the Roomkeepers. As Murray 
has a cold he will not be at the church today. 5 Nov. 1848. 
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231  Rahan Lodge. He is sorry that the meeting has been postponed. 
Suggests a further move of date to Advent. Wonders if the Council 
thinks O'Maley's letter should be passed over; if they think otherwise 
the sooner something is done the better. 
He is anxious that Rathmines parish be filled and wishes to know 
what the Council think. 15 Nov. 1848. 
232  Hugh Stanley, secretary to the Dublin Grand Jury, to Murray 
asking that a chaplain be appointed to the Richmond Bridewell in 
place of Mr Stafford, deceased. 16 Nov. 1848. 
233  Directing the Council what to do about the request (232 above) 
He recaps, his reply to Mr Stanely in which he said that a temporary 
chaplain was being supplied pending the appointment and asking an 
increase in salary. Instructions re letters and payments of bills etc. 19 
Nov. 1848. 
234  Rahan Lodge. He grants the dispensation requested by Mr 
Duffy; had no reply from the Magnifique to whom he wrote in 
October. Will be back by Tuesday at latest and hopes that by then 
the Council will have decided re the vacant parish; comments for the 
idea of dividing parishes; does not entirely approve of the 
clamour of the laity for such division and says that before any 
divisions very clear boundary lines should be drawn to avoid 
subsequent quibbles re same. P.S. 
"From what I have stated about the Recteur Magnifique I do not 
think that I could interfere with him in Mr. McDonnell's case". 23 
Nov. 1848. 
235  Murray at Rahan Lodge to a Superioress, Mrs Rafferty. He is 
pleased with the Community report on the lay-sister novice and 
thinks she may be professed. Hamilton, if asked, will perform the 
ceremony. 23 Nov. 1848.  
1849 
 
236  Murray to Hamilton. Elm Green. He enlcoses a suggested 
ending for the Lenten address which he wishes the Council to 
consider. He is leaving Elm Green for James's street; hopes the 
Lenten letter will soon be ready. 5 Feb. 1849. 
Sheepwalk, Arklow. He regrets Mr. McSweeney's disappointment at 
being unable to be at the bishops' meeting but the College Board will 
hardly be able to do much for the Irish College, Paris, and its 
difficulties. Murray cannot be at the Sunday ceremonies in the 
church; he thinks Hamilton's ideas of funds are not 
likely to materialise; I should be very sorry to depend on such an 
airy vision". 17 June 1849. 
238  Rathdrum. Murray had word from Paris. The Dean saw the 
Nuncio and was well received. Murray cannot be at the blessing of 
the stone. Hamilton must do that himself. Confirmations in 
Rathdrum were very heavy and mere are other matters to attend to. 
20 June 1849. 
239 Mountjoy Square. Asking Hamilton to write letters of 
recommendation to French bishops and clergy for Charles John de la 
Touche, an exemplary Catholic, a convert from Protestantism. 18 




240  Mountjoy Square. He will hardly be at Mr Finn's Office. 
Hamilton and the Vicars will find him at the Square if not at the 
Office. 30 July 1849. 
241  Mountjoy Square. Instructions re a letter for the Lord 
Lieutenant; the last form of address must be rewritten like the first 
one sent to Sir George Gray which was praised. Copies needed for 
this evening's post to Cork. 2 Aug. 1849. 
242  Mountjoy Square. Calling attention to an error of punctuation 
in the Address (cf. preceding) which should be corrected. 3 Aug. 
1849. 
243  Mountjoy Square. Murray wants another copy of the Address 
done on fine vellum and with other specifications. One word is 
misspelt. Murray is going to meet the Queen at the Model Schools. 
7 Aug. 1849. 
244  Whiteleas. He will be home tomorrow and wishes to have the 
opinion of his priests and himself on the definition of the 
Immaculate Conception dogma. Priests in Ballymore Eustace area 
do not recommend it very few Dublin priests have replied to a 
similar query. He heard that Mr Daly met with an accident. 31 
Aug. 1849. 
245  Mountjoy Square. Enclosures are to be forwarded to those they 
were intended for.  Murray gave his sub for Propagation of the 
Faith to Dr. Meyler. He is annoyed that the papers announced he 
would preside at a High Mass on 18th though he had given notice he 
could not be present. 12 Sept. 1849. 
246   No address. A note instructing Hamilton to forward (to 
Rome?) a request for faculties for the Vicar-Cap of Ferns; the 
longer paper is not yet ready. Murray found the railway trip 
satisfactory. 16 Sept. 1849. 
247   Rahan Lodge(?) Because of alarm that fish should not be 
eaten during the cholera epidemic he grants a dispensation to eat 
meat on days of abstinence. The clergy are to add a Collect for the 
cessation of the Cholera to the Mass. He grants dispensation asked 
for by Mr Curtis. Long passage re clerical changes. 18 Sept. 1849. 
248   Rahan Lodge. He does not mean to answer enclosed letter. 
Discusses Dr. Miley's coming "ponderous volumes". 
249  Rahan Lodge. Asking the Vicars and Hamilton to be at 
Mountjoy Square for next 
Monday's meeting. 27 Oct. 1849. 
250  Rahan Lodge. He is glad that the Paris proceedings have 
quickened Hamilton's oratory to such a glow and beg him to 
commit same to paper while still hot so as to have it ready for the 
Pope's return. He agrees with Hamilton that a Te Deum 
will then be indispensable. Dr. Nicholson is in Bristol and ailing. 
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1850 
251  Mountjoy Square. Draws attention to omissions in enclosed 
which are to be corrected at printers. 1 Jan. 1850.  
252  Mountjoy Square. A letter about finances. Hamilton has over-
calculated Murray's public moneys but he will pay £200 to make up 
money for Mr. Banks. 8 Jan. 1850. 
253  Mountjoy Square. He cannot come to the Office and asks the 
Vicars to come to the Square afterwards. Fr. White is dead, so 
another parish is vacant. 14 Jan. 1850. 
254  Mountjoy Square. "Has Mr. Cooper got an answer from 
Thurles?" Dr. McHale has written Dr. Slattery in favour of Dr. 
Miley. Mr Carey is dead. Hamilton is to consult with the Vicars as 
to what should be done "Dr. Miley does not speak of Septuagesima. 
What is to be done? Mention to Mr Cooper what I had said in 
the beginning. His answer may perhaps guide my reply to Dr. 
McHale. I will not venture to the Conference". 15 Jan. 1850. 
255  Mountjoy Square. He rejoices with Hamilton at the money for 
Gardiner St. School. Dr. Meyler has no notion of interfering with 
Hamilton's arrangement which met with general approval. He 
encloses something for Mr. Keogh. 5 Feb. 1850. 
256  Mountjoy Square. Murray heard that Hamilton sees no 
canonical objection to the marriage of the pair referred to in 
enclosed. If this is so, they can be married. 23 Apr. 1850. 
257  Maynooth. Dr. Walsh, Ossory, has recommended a young 
deacon for whom he has a vacancy, to Murray, either to adopt for 
Dublin diocese or to take on temporarily. Murray suggests that 
Hamilton employ him to say the last Mass at the Pro-Cathedral for 
some time to see "is he worth adopting", and to relieve Fr. O'Ferrall 
who is not strong. If Hamilton agrees Murray will ordain the Ossory 
man and another he has adopted to succeed Mr. McGowan. 25 June 
1850. 
258  Maynooth, The President, Dr. L. Renehan, is leaving for 
Belgium. Murray asks Archdeacon Hamilton for a letter for Dr. L. to 
take with him. 2 July 1850.  
259  (No address) He leaves the McGrath affair for Hamilton, to 
settle amicably; he explains why he did not ordain McG.  
260  Rahan Lodge. Hamilton is to consult the Vicars as to what 
should be done re the chaplaincy in the Rathdown Workhouse. The 
salary is quite inadequate; perhaps Fr. O'S., who is believed to have 
a small family income, would undertake it. 
Murray wrote the Commissioners saying that he is embarrassed to at 
the smallness of salary offered; that he will see to the matter when 
he returns to Dublin and that meantime he hopes the poor will not be 




261  Rahan Lodge. He hopes Hamilton sent the Elenctus to the three 
provincial bishops and the notice that they will be expected at 
Thurles 14 August. The Rathdown chaplaincy appointment is 
causing great difficulty, some of which he refers to; he hopes the 
Council may suggest some solution. Council meeting to be 
adjourned until his return on 6 August. 27 July 1850. 
262  Rahan Lodge. Instructions about sending the Elenctus to other 
persons; the printing is neat but he draws attention to a misspelling. 
The enclosed, which he sends, may also be printed. Gaynor should 
come down on Friday and bring with him "a morsel offish". 30 July 
1850. (He agrees with Hamilton's arrangement for the Workhouse). 
263  Thurles. Everything went off well. Murray is lodged at the 
Archbishop's and has a fire in his room at the College. He asks 
Hamilton to look up something in the Parish Register. 23 Aug. 
1850. 
264  Mountjoy Square. The Pastoral is to be sent to the convents. A 
word needs altering. 26 Sept. 1850. 
265  No address. Encloses a letter needing a reply a dispensation for 
Mr Hyland and a message for Mrs Ball. People will grumble at the 
third Charity Sermon. Aid from the National Board will not 
interfere with Hamilton to any important extent. 8 Oct. 1850. 
266  Rahan Lodge. Murray accepts Hamilton's kind invitation for 
Wednesday. Better allow the sermon for the present year. He 
describes Mgr Barnabo's triumphant letter about the canonical 
majority against the Colleges. He hopes to return on Monday, 
reminds Hamilton of the money due to Mr Fahy and complains that 
The Tablet misreported his speech at the Synod. "It sins by addition 
and suppression", of it. 10 Oct. 1850. 
267  Mountjoy Square. The Primate has written saying that while 
Mgr Nakar is the person he represents himself to be, he has serious 
reservations about giving him money or of allowing him to collect 
without consulting propaganda. 18 Oct. 1850. 
268  Rahan Lodge. He is staying until Monday, so Tuesday 5th is to 
be fixed for the Office; he will then go to Whiteleas for his sister's 
anniversary Office. He comments on a cartoon in Punch featuring 
the Archbishop of Westminister and Maynooth College. He asks a 
question re same. 27 Oct. 1850.  
269  Rahan Lodge. Further re dates for Office. 31 Oct. 1850. 
270  Mountjoy Square. He reminds Hamilton to renew the church 
insurance policy and asks to be notified of Offices. He was sorry to 
miss Mr Pope's party through being delayed an extra day in Rahan. 
6 Nov. 1850. 
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271  Rahan Lodge He is not returning until Tuesday and encloses a 
notice for the papers; to avoid charges of bigotry Miss Hayes's 
bequest of £25 is to divided among five different institutions, some 
Catholic, some not. This is to appear in the notice Hamilton is to pay 
a sub for Murray to the Roomkeepers' fund. He wonders what the 
Council will do re enclosed "Poor McHugh", though apparently 
zealous, has some very serious drawbacks. 3 Nov. 1850. 
272  A long draft of resolutions of the Irish prelates congratulating 
their English brethren on the restoration of the Hierarchy there. 18 
Nov. 1850. 
273  Mountjoy Square. Murray got Cardinal Wiseman's reply (to the 
bishops' resolutions, cf. preceding) and Hamilton should get the 
resolutions published again, correctly, with the Cardinal's reply. 23 
Nov. 1850. 
274  Mountjoy Square. Murray is surprised at Mr Bell's application 
with which he cannot comply. He states the terms of the contract 




275  Mountjoy Square. A letter marked private concerning Mr 
Gawley's letter to the Board which excited angry feelings against 
him. Murray asks Hamilton to try to induce Mr G. to withdraw letter 
with accusations etc - if possible to do so now. 
Otherwise things may turn out badly. 10 Jan. 1851. 
276  Mountjoy Square.   Notice of change of date of Confirmation 
because of the bishops'meeting. 14 Feb. 1851. 
277  Mountjoy Square. There are two "desperate" mistakes in the 
Freeman's printing of the Pastoral. Hamilton is to get these 
corrected; he is also to get the circulars correctly printed and send 
copies to the Post and The Tablet. 21 Feb. 1851. 
278  Mountjoy Square. A corection to be made in Hamilton's 
advertisement. 13 Mar. 
1851. 
279  Mountjoy Square. He sent Hamilton's paper to Rome as he 
thinks they should know about the Blue Book. Mr. McK's Dignus, 
Dignior, Dignissimus puzzled him for a long time but now Murray 
thinks that McK. alludes to a Waterford affair of some years ago; 
however, he never before heard even a whisper of the £300 a year. 
280  Mountjoy Square. A request for baptismal certificates; Murray 
received ditto. From St. Andrews. 16 June 1851. 
281  Naas. He is glad that Dr. Yore is convalescing, enquires re 
Hamilton's health and mentions his own health which is good except 




282  No address. Murray heard that Hamilton thinks of applying to 
the Commissioners  of Education to change the time for giving 
religious instruction in the Model Schools; this move would, at 
present, require the most serious consideration. 24 June 1851. 
283  Whiteleas. Fr. Burke declines their offer of a change. Hamilton 
is to consult Dr. Meyler and see if they can fix on someone before 
Murray returns. "I have no objection to your namesake, if nothing 
better offers". 1 July 1851. 
284  Whiteleas. He hopes to return tomorrow. The Confirmation 
went off well. 3 July 1851. 
285  Mountjoy Square. Hamilton is invited to dinner to meet Dr. 
Griffith. Murray will leave for the country on the following morning. 
16 July 1851. 
286  Rahan Lodge. As Murray is somewhat committed in the case of 
Miss D. it would be unfair of him to withdraw the permission he 
gave her to enter Richmond. He has written Mrs Rafferty saying that 
they may receive Miss D. 23 July 1851. 
287  M.M. Magdalen (Mrs Rafferty) to Murray saying that Hamilton 
does not wish them to receive Miss D. because her sister was 
dismissed from another convent. The writer and Community think 
this unfair and beg Murray to allow Miss D. enter. 16 July 1851. 
288  Rahan Lodge. Murray to Hamilton. Fr. James Redmond has 
asked for a third curate "perhaps that he may have more time to 
attend the Tenant League". 23 July 1851. 
289  Rahan Lodge. Particulars, which Murray could not reveal until 
after Thomas Simpson's marriage, of the latter's request for a 
certificate; further same. Murray has asked Dr. Meyler to officiate 
for him in Baggot St. next week. As he binds the Freeman's Journal 
he asks for the issue of 28th which he mislaid. 31 July 1851. 
290  Rahan Lodge. Hamilton can bless the cemetery for the Sisters 
in Nth Wm. Street but it is a pity to diminish their already small 
garden. Murray is glad at the Belgian project, asks what is to be done 
re Smithfield Prison chaplaincy – the salary is very small. If 
someone suitable is available Murray will give his name at once to 
the chief justices. Mr. Simpson's marriage was postponed until 
yesterday. 3 Aug. 1851. 
291  Mountjoy Square. Murray hopes that the other parishes will 
follow the example of the Pro-Cathedral in promoting Religious 
Instruction. 8 Dec. 1851.  
A piece of paper with the date 15 October 1850. 
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1852 
293  Murray to Hamilton. Murray has sent Mr. James O'Ferrall's 
letter and thinks that the £2 will be wanted for Oughterard. He 
encloses "the western bit". 13 Feb. 1852. 
294  Mountjoy Square. The Primate objects to any notice being taken 
of Gavazzi in Irish chapels or churches. Murray has written to Mr. 
Brown, Adam & Eve's, in forming him of His Grace's opinion which 
coincides with Murray's. 19 Feb. 1852. 
 
Fifty-one Undated letters of Dr. Murray to Archdeacon 
Hamilton 
 
295  Hamilton and Dr. Meyler are to meet Murray at 5 sharp in 
Mountjoy Square. 22 Sept. 
296  Mountjoy Square. Murray suggests changing the confessionals 
in the church to facilitate the erection of the intended monuments. He 
thinks this plan would be worth consideration. Monday night 
(probably 1838-39). 
297  Rahan Lodge. A contretemps has occurred about Mr. Wood's 
curacy, which Mr Pope says has been taken form him. A pause for 
mature consideration is called for. Tuesday 10 Nov. 
298  Mountjoy Square. Hamilton is to call a meeting of P.P. s and 
religious superiors at SS Michael & John's for Monday next at 12. 
noon. The enclosed explains the object of the meeting. Sat. 1st July. 
299  Mountjoy Square. Hamilton is invited to dine with Murray and 
the Bishop of Kingston. The letter for Ennis had better be posted. Mr. 
Miley spoke to Murray re Mr. B. of Athy as he heard that Mr Pope 
declined Hamilton's offer; Murray has no recollection of a 
conversation with Mr. P. re this. He has no objection to Mr. 
B. Wednesday 18 Dec. 
300  Mountjoy Square. An invitation to fish on Friday. Suggestion re 
raising funds. Wednesday 21 Apr. 
301  Mountjoy Square. Because of the bad weather Murray begs to 
be excused from attending Hamilton's "little priestly society". (The 
Borromeo Society run by Hamilton) Hamilton is to make Murray's 
excuses to the others. Saturday 23 Jan. 
302  Mountjoy Square. Murray has a cough and cannot go out today 
or tomorrow so cannot meet Hamilton at dinner. No date. 
303  A note with the following "With Murray's best regards". No 
date. 
304  Mountjoy Square. Hamilton is asked to write an exeat for the 




305  Mountjoy Square. When calling at 6. Hamilton is to bring the 
Latin copies if they are ready. Friday 4 Oct. 
306  Rahan Lodge Murray approves of Hamilton's suggestion that 
Mr Miley take charge of King's Inn Street school. Henry Young's 
petition to keep the Blessed Sacrament in an oratory he is preparing 
in his house in Bridge St. is granted as Fr. Y. is often called out at 
night. 
307   Mountjoy Square. Murray is not going out this evening. He 
encloses the remaining two papers which he has looked over and 
corrected. Hamilton is to address the enclosed Scotch paper for Rev. 
Mr Forbes if he knows the latter's address. Saturday 12 Oct. 
308  Mountjoy Square. An invitation to dinner. Tuesday 8 Sept. 
309  Mountjoy Square. Instructions re a letter which came from 
Dublin Castle. Murray is leaving for a fortnight and Hamilton is 
instructed what to say and how to address reply to this letter. 
Saturday 19 Sept.  
310  (the last part of the letter) Hamilton is to notify Fr. Dowley 
(CM.) that the ordinations will have to be in Marlboro' Street. No 
date or address. 
311  An envelope with the following under flap "you mistake Dr. 
Whately, he will join us if that is any good". No date or address. 
312  Rahan Lodge. Murray returns enclosed but does not know if the 
document to which Dr. N. alludes has been finally approved; he 
gives some instructions re this document. 20 August. 
313  Mountjoy Square. Asking Hamilton and his colleagues to call to 
the Square at 2 o'clock. Monday 14 Sept. 
314  Mountjoy Square. Hamilton is to get Messrs Pope and Burke to 
join himself and Murray at half five precisely. Friday 14 March. 
315  Mountjoy Square. The Evening Post has informed Murray that 
the 22nd is to be the day of general thanksgiving, "so our plan must 
be altered and we must give Mr Miley the benefit of his intended 
introduction". Friday June 19. 
316  Mountjoy Square. Murray cannot come to dinner but hopes to 
be at the church tomorrow; he hopes Hamilton's cold is better. 
Saturday 20 Apr. 
317  Mountjoy Square. Murray is unable to accept invitation for 
tomorrow. Tuesday 17 Aug. 
318  No address Hamilton is to apologise for Murray to Mr Doyle. 
He gives instructions re letters coming in his absence; 37,000 francs 
came for the distressed district in the west; the lists and letters should 
be published. Mrs O'Brien will show Hamilton some of the lists. 
Wednesday (Famine year 1847?) 
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319  Mountjoy Square. If he has not spent it Hamilton is to return 
the money Murray gave him this morning; it was intended for 
another parish. Thursday 3 Dec. 
320  Mountjoy Square. The original creditors have the first claim on 
the income for the Pro-Cathedral vaults; further re same. Friday 26 
Apr. 
321  Mountjoy Square. Hamilton and the priests of the parish are 
invited "to fast" with Murray Monday 25 Mar. 
322  Mountjoy Square. An invitation to dinner. Dr. Kelly, Tuam is 
coming and "we have some business to settle with him". Thursday 
22 Sept. 
323  Mountjoy Square. Instructions for corrections in the Pastoral 
before sending it out. "And be sure you draw your pen over the i in 
grievious, I mean of course the abominable second i with which our 
friend Meagher used to annoy us so grieviously". No date. 
324  Mountjoy Square. He is to write a letter for Rev. M. Flanagan 
who is going to Belgium. Murray hopes that the enclosed letter to 
Mr Mathew will satisfy the deputation; he cannot be at the church 
tomorrow as he has to go to the church tomorrow as he has to go to 
the dentist. No date. 
325  Mountjoy Square. Murray wishes to now if Hamilton gave Mrs 
Shee's donation to Mr Dennan, as he has to inform her when and 
where this was done. Monday 9 Dec. 
326  Mountjoy Square. Hamilton is to pay the £7 enclosed to 
Surgeon Palmer on Murray's behalf. Friday 26 June. 
327  Mountjoy Square. Hamilton and the priests of the parish are 
invited by Murray to dine. Dr. Weedall will be there. Thursday 30 
Apr. 
328  Rahan Lodge. Instructions re getting enclosed confidentially 
printed and posting same to persons named. 23 July (1850 or 
1851?). 
329  Mountjoy Square. Murray sends the oil and chrism for the 
blessing of the font. In his absence Hamilton or Fr. Laphen can do 
this "Our poor Primate was soon snatched from us. Nine hours of 
cholera did the work". Holy Saturday. 
330  Mountjoy Square. Murray wishes a copy of the Pastoral, if 
presentable, by 11 tomorrow. Friday 5 March. 
331  Mountjoy Square. Hamilton is invited to dinner. Tuesday 14 
Feb. 
332  Mountjoy Square. Murray sends a Mass offering to have Mass 
offered for the spiritual comfort and happy death of Francis 




333  Mountjoy Square. Hamilton is to get 50 copies of enclosed 
printed. Murray will send one to each of the bishops. As Hamilton is 
busy Murray will correct the proofs himself. Monday 13 Mar. 
334  Mountjoy Square. Murray has to go to the Park so cannot meet 
Hamilton until One today. Monday 18 Sept. 
335  Mountjoy Square. Instructions re the work being done for the 
nuns in North William Street. Post is to be forwarded to Rahan 
Lodge. Murray will be away for a fortnight. Saturday 11 Nov. 
336  Mountjoy Square.   Leonardi’s sketch and estimate have come 
and he (L.) is to call to College to know answer. (As Hamilton's 
address is given as Palazzo Fiano, both may have been in Rome) 
Friday. 
337  Mountjoy Square. Murray cannot come to the church in the 
morning because of his cough. Saturday Dec. 10. 
338  Mountjoy Square. Hamilton is invited to dinner. Murray will 
assist at Benediction unless the rain continues. "A whole batch of 
Bishops is to attend the Levee". Friday 26 June. 
339  Mountjoy Square. If Hamilton meets Messrs O'Maley and 
Murphy tomorrow morning he is to invite them to join Murray and 
himself for dinner. Thursday 12 March. 
340  Mountjoy Square. "What kind of testimonial are we to give Mr. 
B. Burke? I send you his letter". He encloses £40 for the Medicity 
Institute and invites the parish clergy to dinner. Thursday 12 Mar. 
341  Mountjoy Square. Notice of Dr. Troy's anniversary Office is to 
be published. Sunday 9 May. 
342  Mountjoy Square. Invitation to dine on Monday next. Saturday 
9 Nov. 
343  Mountjoy Square. Invitation to dine with Murray and Dr. 
Crolly. Thursday 24 Apr. 
344  Maynooth. Invitation to dine with Murray; Hamilton is also to 
ask Frs. Burke and Doyle to come. "Poor Gaffney is thrown out of 
the Vice-Presidentship and Mr. Whitehead (?) appointed to that 
office. Mr. Russell is to be Professor of Church History". Thursday 
26 June.  
345  Mr Gaynor (Murray's valet) informing Hamilton that His Grace 
cannot go to the High Mass but will meet Hamilton and the company 
at 6. Mrs John O'Brien wishes to know when Hamilton could see her 
in the morning; she thinks that Hamilton may be calling to the 
Square and would be able to see her then. Mountjoy Square, Tuesday 
morning. 
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